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Abstract
The development of computers brought an increase in the number of software programs with a great potential to
assist in the task of teaching engineering, among them are: Mathcad®, Mathematica®, Matlab®, Maple™ and
Polymath. Several articles have been published with the aim of demonstrating the advantages of using these
softwares, as well comparing their performance. The most recent books have clearly indicated the importance of
these tools in engineering. Even so, however, the computer has not become a strong helper of the student in
solving more complex engineering problems. The point of view presented in this article is a result of over twenty
years of teaching in Chemical Engineering. In our opinion, the fact that students know to use a specific software
program (syntax) is a necessary condition for solving engineering problems, but not sufficient if the student do
not think in a systematic way. The methodology recommended in this article is applied for the resolution of the
problem in modules and can be used in both simple and complex problems.
Keywords: teaching, algorithm, programming, software, chemical engineering
1. Introduction
More important than simplifying a problem to obtain a solution is to make assumptions, generate results and
choose the most appropriate solution for the problem under consideration. Thus, the computer has transformed
the practice of engineering at all levels, allowing the resolution of problems without need of simplifications and
even being able to reveal different approaches of the problems, answering the question: what if...? Consequently,
it is natural that the teaching of algorithms and programming language occupies a prominent place in the training
of future engineers.
The inclusion of subjects on programming and numerical methods has been a reality for students of engineering
since the early 1970s. Traditionally, FORTRAN was the language chosen, however the time spent to obtain
success in an implementation of a numerical method and then use the developed code in the resolution of the
problem in question, was the main difficulty observed.
This way, many students stopped using the computer to solve problems of engineering and, in fact, for them the
computer has become a tool for editing text, web browsing and preparation of presentations. Those who
persisted in using the computer with the purpose of solving engineering problems became more qualified
professionals, because they had the ability to solve more complex problems using the computer. Then, it is
essential to register the importance of FORTRAN on good training of actual engineers and scientists.
The use of commercial softwares such as Mathcad®, Mathematica®, Matlab®, Maple™ and Polymath is an
alternative to eliminate the stage of numerical code’s implementation and to increase the number of professionals
who use the computer to solve problems of engineering. Many universities have added courses to their curricula,
specifically to teach the systematic use of computer in solving problems.
A software that requires a minimum effort in the transcript of the mathematical model, for example, Polymath, is
highly recommended by some authors, in addition to the use of these together with more robust software
programs (Shacham et al., 2001; Shacham et al., 2003; Shacham & Cutlip, 2004; Shacham et al., 2008).
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Nasri and Binous (2008) and Binous (2008) presented articles demonstrating the use of Mathematica® and
Matlab® to solve problems involving Thermodynamics and Separation Processes, and the authors concluded that
the Mathematica® is more didactic than Matlab®.
Vasconcelos et al. (2008) used Mathcad® to demonstrate the application of the McCabe-Thiele Method for
problems with non-conventional specification.
Shacham et al. (2009) recommended the use of different software for each phase of the Chemical Engineering
curriculum.
Using Simulink© and Mathematica®, Binous et al. (2011) presented an article showing how one can apply both
mass and energy balance equations in order to understand the separation, the dynamic behavior and the control
of a distillation column.
With respect to books that consider the use of computers in solving Chemical Engineering problems, some are
devoted to specific topics (Skogestad, 2008), others have a variety of subjects and their focus is the description
of how to use the software (Finlayson, 2006; Cutlipe, 2008).
In fact, the solutions proposed to solve the problematic of the little or non-use of computers in solving
engineering problems can be summarized as: i) teaching programming language and algorithm; ii) use of a
software; iii) publication of books; iv) publication of articles.
The point of view presented in this article is a result of over twenty years of teaching in Chemical Engineering,
using a wide range of programming languages and software. In our opinion, the fact that students know to use a
software program (syntax) is a necessary condition for solving engineering problems, but not sufficient if the
students do not think in a systematic way; regardless of which software program is being used.
2. Problem Statement
With few exceptions, what the student learns in the disciplines of programming language and numerical methods
is not used in the subsequent disciplines of the course of Chemical Engineering. In most cases, the students use
the computer in the final courses of the curriculum through commercial software that operates as a black box,
such as Aspen and Hysys.
It is also interesting to note that normally the student will find the teacher using the computer. However,
according to Felder and Brent (2005), in the article “Death by PowerPoint”, the teacher spends most of his time
using the computer to prepare presentations for using it in the classroom.
The non-use of the computer as a tool in solving engineering problems has been evidenced in the past fifteen
years (Kanto & Edgar, 1996; Jones, 1998) and, considering the number of articles concerning the subject, even
with the commercial software mentioned previously, the computer has not become a strong helper of the student
in solving more complex problems of engineering.
Fundamental disciplines (such as Thermodynamics, Transport Phenomena, Unit Operations and Chemical
Reactor Design) offer many opportunities to use a computer, especially for realistic problems. Excellent
examples of how the computer can be useful in solving problems, of these and other subjects, are found in the
articles cited above; however, no comment is made about the necessity of students thinking in a systematic
manner before using a software program.
Figures 1, 2 and 3, present the prompt command of Matlab®, Mathcad® and Polymath, respectively, which were
used to find one of the roots of a polynomial function. At this point, it is important to emphasize that Polymath
uses control programming based on a menu, while both Matlab® and Mathcad® use control programming based
on command.
It is a typical situation where the student can demonstrate the use of the software program, but it does not
necessarily mean that the student is able to solve problems of engineering, because, in general, these problems
are not established explicitly as a polynomial equation.
In most cases the student must define a sequence of steps (programming) to reach a final equation. And this is
the point of the question, because, for the first step in using the software, the students have to consider the
equations of the problem and they must do it in a manner that the computer (software) can be used to obtain the
solution (or solutions). In addition, the students should be aware of how the process of finding the solution works.
That is, the students must be both sufficiently knowledgeable and sophisticated in terms of algorithm and
programming.
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Observingg Figures 1, 2 and
a 3, a more ppragmatic teaccher may arguue that the impoortant thing is the end resultt: one
of the rootts was found. Then, consideer a Mathcad® code used too demonstrate the applicationn of the metho
od of
McCabe-T
Thiele to probblems with unnconventional specifications and that invoolves one stagge of optimization
(Vasconceelos et al., 2008), as is shownn in Figure 4. M
Mathcad® is liike an electronnic book, wherre the mathema
atical
functions aare used almost the same ass appear in thee books. In ourr opinion, desppite that it seeems a very frie
endly
software, oonly a studentt with sufficiennt knowledge in algorithm aand programm
ming, and obviiously knowing the
syntax of the software and about thhe problem off Chemical Enngineering willl have the abbility to create (or
understandd) an algorithm
m like the one ppresented in Figure 4.
3. Algorith
hm, Program
mming and Sofftware
Logical annd systematic thinking is a uunique pre-reqquisite to the uuse of computter software too solve engineering
problems, and the only way to get thhis pre-requisite is throughh the use of allgorithms andd programming
g. To
explore thiis question, thee first step is too define what programming means.

Figure 1. Maatlab® prompt ccommand usedd to find one oof the roots of a polynomial ffunction
A program
m is an algoriithm implemeented; a sequeence of activitties (instructioons) to be exeecuted to reac
ch an
objective. It is possible to
t use a prograamming languaage, software oor spreadsheet (Bjedov & Anndersen, 1996)).

Figure 2. Matthcad® prompt command useed to find one oof the roots off a polynomial function

Figure 3. Polyymath prompt command useed to find one oof the roots of a polynomial function
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When teacching algorithm
ms and prograamming, the fiirst recommenndation is to avvoid the impleementation of more
complex ccodes, so as noot to discouragge the students, because the ggoal is not to cchallenge them
m to draw up codes
c
to compette with comm
mercial softwarre, but encourrage them to uuse and discoover that progrramming can be a
pleasurable activity. It is
i important tto emphasize tthat with simpple commandss, for examplee, with three basic
b
commandss: for, if and while
w
(in the case of Matlab®) most problem
ms can be solveed (Chapra & Canale, 2008).
Figure 5 sshows the codee used in Matllab® to calculaate the sum off n terms of thhe series: S  1 2  3 5  5 8  . The
purpose off this examplee is to make thhe student thinnk logically: i)) the first term
m is 1/2; ii) tw
wo unities are being
b
added to thhe numerator for
f each term, while 3 unitiees are being addded to the dennominator for each term; iii) one
structure oof repetition must
m be used; iiv) the numberr of terms must be defined. It also represeents an examp
ple of
where the software probably will not pprovide the ressult using a sinngle internal fuunction (built-inn).
Throughouut the course, the implementtation of simple numerical m
methods can bbe used, for exxample, Newton for
nonlinear algebraic equaations and Euller for ordinarry differential equations. At this moment, the use of internal
functions ((solvers) of thee software choosen should alsso be introduceed and the resuults of the two forms comparred.

Figure 4.. Mathcad® proompt commannd used to dem
monstrate the appplication of thhe method of M
McCabe-Thiele
e to
probblems with uncconventional specifications
As can be observed, we do not separatte programminng language, allgorithms and numerical metthods into diffferent
subjects, ssince, in termss of engineerinng, it is difficuult to discern w
where one endds and where tthe other begin
ns. A
discipline called Compuuter for Chem
mical Engineerring, for exam
mple, splitted into two partts and taught by a
chemical eengineer, can be
b used to coveer the entire coontent.
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Fiigure 5. Matlabb® code used too calculate thee sum of n term
ms of series
The methoodology used in the follow
wing exampless is applied fo
for structure thhe resolution of the problem in
modules (m
main program
m, the problem model, param
meters and the ssolver). This m
methodology ccan be used in both
simple andd complex prooblems and theese are the sam
me steps usedd in the early ddays with the first computerrs for
engineerinng, with a diffeerence: one of these moduless (solver) is reaady and availabble in the softw
ware.
Matlab® w
was chosen to be
b a hybrid off software and programming language, whhich makes it ppossible to hav
ve the
model of tthe problem coompletely sepaarate from the solver; a key ffeature requireed for the methhodology prese
ented
in this artiicle. Consideriing the cost off acquisition of Matlab®, onee option is to uuse the Scilabb or Octave tha
at are
free distribbuted.
Figure 6 shhows the Matllab® files used to determine tthe roots of a ppolynomial eqquation
2
10, using
u
m-files. Itt may seem ann unnecessaryy effort by thee student, butt the goal is tto systematizee the way to solve
problems, whether simplle or complex..
Main.m), usually called the m
main program is
i the
It is essenttial to clarify for the studentt that the file oon the left (M
link betweeen the studennt and the com
mputer. From aan initial estim
mative this filee communicatees with the bu
uilt-in
function (ffile fzero.m) of Matlab® to soolve the equatiion (model) inn the file on thee right side (M
Model.m).

Figure 6. M-files
M
of Matlaab® used to finnd the roots of a polynomial equation of deegree 2
Figure 7 shhows a block diagram
d
of com
mmunication bbetween the filles. The studennt must understand that:
1)

The ffile Main.m caall the file fzeroo.m, which callls the file Moddel.m;

2)

Each time the file Model.m
M
is callled, a value foor y is calculateed and returneed to the file fzzero.m;

3)

This mechanism (1-2-3-2-3-2-3 ... 2-3-4) occurrs until a toleraance for the vaalue of y is achhieved;

4)

Sincee we are lookinng for the roots of the polynoomial equationn, the value of y should be veery close to zerro.

It is imporrtant to emphassize that the buuilt-in functionns of the Matlaab® appears onnly in the blocck diagrams.
Probably oother softwaree programs meentioned in this article also ssolve the probblem using a statement simillar to
the showeed in Figure 7 and also have their own programming language (for, while, if, break, etc., in case of
Mathcad®)); however, theey do not allow
w the student tto solve the prroblem in moddules, so that, ffor a more com
mplex
problem, tthe final file is extensive andd more difficultt to understandd (see, for exam
mple, Figure 44).
In our undderstanding, allgorithms, proogramming andd software aree closely linkeed. If a prograam is an algorrithm
implementted, it is impossible to progrram without hhaving learned algorithm. Sim
milarly, you ccannot use softtware
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efficiently, without knowing programming, regardless of how friendly the software is. Probably, it is more
efficient to start with a robust software and then, if necessary, migrate to a more friendly one.

Figure 7. Block diagram of communication between the files of Figure 6
4. Solving Problems in Chemical Engineering
The examples presented below are typical of Chemical Engineering problems, and despite the need to use the
computer, they are relatively simple. It is also important to emphasize that the implementations were made to the
teaching aspect.
4.1 Problems Involving Algebraic Equations
The equation of state (EOS) for ideal gases represents satisfactorily the relation between pressure, volume and
temperature (PVT) only for cases where the pressure is low (near atmospheric pressure). For higher pressure
more complex EOS should be used and, in such cases, the calculation of molar volume and compressibility
factor demand the use of numerical techniques.
The equation of state of Redlich-Kwong relates PVT data by Equation (1):
RT
a

(V  b ) V (V  b ) T
The constants a and b are expressed by Equations (2) and (3).
P

(1)

 R 2Tc2.5 
a  0.42747 

 Pc 

(2)

 RT 
b  0.08664  c 
 Pc 

(3)

For a given value of temperature and pressure, an EOS can be used to determine the molar volume of the
substance and the compressibility factor. Data of critical temperature (Tc) and critical pressure (Pc), in addition
to the Universal Gas Constant (R), are necessary to the calculations.
Since values are given for P and T and the constants a and b are specific to each substance, the problem is to find
a value of V which satisfies the Equation (1).
When we compare this problem with the example of polynomial equation, the students note that the equations
(models) are different. In this case, the model is not explicitly defined, so that, it is essential, to show that
Equation (1) must be modified, before proceeding with the resolution of the problem.
From Equation (1) it is clear that the variable V cannot be isolated. Nevertheless, moving P to the right of
equality, we obtain the equation (4), which is a function only of V.
RT
a

P0
(V  b ) V (V  b ) T

(4a)

RT
a

P
(4b)
(V  b ) V (V  b ) T
Thus, we have a model in a standard form, where the number of variables is equal to the number of equations
and the software program can be used to determine the value of V for which the value of f is nearly zero; as in
f (V ) 
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the case off Figure 6 we find
f
a value off x for which y was approxim
mately zero. H
However, we sttill have a prob
blem:
the constannts a and b, whhich must be ccalculated befoore completingg the model.
Models off Chemical Enngineering usuually have paraameters associiated with thee chemical speecies present in
n the
process. Itt is recommendded that these parameters shoould be availaable in a speciffic location, ann m-file just for this
purpose, so when necesssary only the ffile containingg the parameteers will be modified when thhere are chang
ges in
the chemiccal species.
Figure 8 sshows the m-ffiles used to soolve this probblem, in whichh an m-file is only used to store specific data.
When the word “Parameeters” appears, the data in thhis file will bee available from
m that point. F
For example, in the
file Main.m
m with the prresence of the word “Param
meters”, it is poossible to calcculate the initiial estimate, which
w
needs the value of R, while
w
in the filee Model.m witth the word “P
Parameters”, itt is possible too calculate a an
nd b,
which requuires R , Tc annd Pc, before ccalculating the value of the fuunction f.
Figure 9 shows the block diaggram of com
mmunication between thee files that is summarrized:
1-2-3-4-5--6-7-4-5-6-7 .... 4-5-6-7-8. Affter reaching thhe tolerance sppecified, the fiile fzero.m retuurns the solution to
the file Maain.m.

Figure 8. M-ffiles used to deetermine the m
molar volume fr
from the equatiion of Redlich-Kwong
1
M
Main

Parameters
2

3

8

5

6

7
fzzero

Model
4

Figuure 9. Block diiagram of com
mmunication beetween the files of Figure 8
A more ellaborate examp
mple is shown in Figure 10, which is in thhe simplified bblock diagram
m of the produ
uction
process off styrene, in whhich two reactiions are considdered. The foollowing data aare provided:


Selecctivity for tolueene as a functiion of temperature;



Operrating temperatture of the reacctor;



Ratioo of the input flow
f
of ethyl benzene and waater in the reacctor;
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Pressure of operation of the reactor;



Flow of production of styrene;



Equilibrium constant for the reaction of formation of styrene.
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The objective of this problem is to determine the flow rate of each component in each stream, and the first step is
to give numbers to the chemical species: ethyl benzene (1), Water (2), styrene (3), Toluene (4), Methane (5) and
Hydrogen (6). The next step is to perform an analysis of degrees of freedom (Table 1). The model of this
problem has eighteen variables (species flow rates and reactions rates) and eighteen equations (Table 2).

Figure 10. Block diagram of the production process of styrene
Table 1. Degrees of freedom of the problem presented in Figure 10
Variable
Mass balance
Flow
Selectivity
Equilibrium
Ratio
DF

Mixer

Reactor

Separator

Global

Process

5
2

8+2
6

12
6
1

7+2
6
1

1
2

1
1
1
1

5

2

16+2
14
1
1
1
1
0

Table 2. Mathematical model to the problem of Figure 10
Equation

Origin

Number

Mass balance in the mixer for the species 1

(5)

Mass balance in the mixer for the species 2

(6)

Mass balance in the reactor for the species 1

(7)

Mass balance in the reactor for the species 2

(8)

,

Mass balance in the reactor for the species 3

(9)

,

Mass balance in the reactor for the species 4

(10)

,

Mass balance in the reactor for the species 5

(11)

Mass balance in the reactor for the species 6

(12)

,

,
,

,
,

,

,
,

,

,
,

,

Mass balance in the separator for the species 1

(13)

,

,

Mass balance in the separator for the species 2

(14)

,

,

Mass balance in the separator for the species 3

(15)

,

,

Mass balance in the separator for the species 4

(16)

,

,

Mass balance in the separator for the species 5

(17)

,

,

Mass balance in the separator for the species 6

(18)
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Selectivity for toluene

(19)

Equilibrium constant of reaction 1

(20)

Ratio of reactants to the reactor

(21)

Production of styrene

(22)

,
,

,

,
,

,

,

Vol. 7, No. 3; 2013

,

,

,

,

,
,

,

,
,
,

100000
104

,

For the students, this problem is completely different from that presented earlier in this article (polynomial
equation of degree 2), when in fact it is not;it only needs to be written in standard form before solving it.
Turning the terms on the right side of the equations that constitute the model for the left, we have 18 functions in
standard form, as shown in Table 3. In this case, the problem is to solve a system of nonlinear algebraic
equations. Figure 11 shows the parts of the m-file used to solve this problem, and in this case we used the
function fsolve (file fsolve.m) of Matlab®.
In the case of a problem involving more than one equation, the initial estimate provided in the main program
must be in a vector form (with eighteen elements). In the file containing the model (Model_II.m) the variables
are contained in vector x, so, before calculating the value of functions (f1, f2, f3, ..., f18), it is recommended to
didactically associate each variable written in modeling with an element of the vector x.
Communication between the files occurs as shown in Figure 7, only changing the embedded function (from fzero
to fsolve).
Table 3. System of nonlinear algebraic equations for the problem of Figure 9
Equation

Origin

Number

Mass balance in the mixer for the species 1

(23)

Mass balance in the mixer for the species 2

(24)

Mass balance in the reactor for the species 1

(25)

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Production of styrene

(40)

,

,
,

,

,
,

,

,

100000
104

The model of the problem still presents the equation that relates the selectivity for toluene with the temperature;
a second-degree polynomial equation is obtained using Matlab®. The equilibrium constant (Keq) is calculated
using Equation (41):
LnK eq  15.5408 

14852.6
T

(41)

4.2 Problems Involving Parameters Estimation (Optimization)
Table 4 presents the data of pressure versus composition (liquid and vapor) for the system: methanol (1) - water
(2). The objective is to determine the parameters of the Margules equation that best represents the data,
considering that the mixture follows Raoult's law modified.
The Raoult’s law modified can be represented by the following:
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Psati xi  i
(42)
P
where γ iss the activity coefficient
c
of the liquid phaase, P the pressure of the ssystem, x the ccomposition of
o the
liquid phasse and y the coomposition of the vapor phasse. The subscriipt i representss the componeents.

yi 

Figgure 11. M-files used to deterrmine the flow
w of flowchart oof Figure 10
An expression commonlly used to calcuulate γ is the eequation of Maargules:

ln 1  x22  A12  2  A21  A12  x1 

ln 2  x  A21  2  A12  A21  x2 
where A12 and A21 are thhe constants off Margules.
2
1

(43a)
(
(43b)
(

The vapor pressure Psati is calculated uusing the Antoiine equation:
lnnPsati  Ai 

Bi
Ci  T

(44)

Knowing tthat the sum off molar fractioons in each phaase is equal to 1, we obtain thhe equation:
1
P  Psat
x1γ1  Psa2at x2 γ2

(45)

The Equattion (45) is useed to calculate the value of P (calculated) ffrom the data oof T and x. Hoowever, this is only
possible iff we have the constants
c
of Anntoine and Maargules.
Considerinng that the connstants of Marggules are unavvailable, the onnly variables inn Equation (455) are the consstants
of Margulees. Since Table 4 provides ddata of P (experrimental), the following equaation can be deefined:
f obj    Pcalc  Pexp 

2

(46)

j

The functiion fobj represennts the sum off the differencee for all trials j, between the experimental vvalue (Pexp) an
nd the
theoreticall value (Pcalc). To minimize this differencee, the parametters to be varieed are the connstants of Marg
gules
(A12 and A21). And this is
i what makes the routines foor optimizationn: minimize orr maximize a ffunction.
Since we hhave no restricctions on the vvalues of A12 aand A21, the prroblem was soolved using thee function fmiinunc
of Matlab® (also the funnction fminseaarch could havve been used). Figure 12 shoows the m-filees used to solve the
problem, w
while Figure 13 shows the coommunication between them
m (1-2-3-4-5-2--3-4-5-2-3-4 -55 ... 2-3-4-5-6--7-8).
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It must bee clear to the students
s
that E
Equation (46) can only be oobtained after calculation off Psati and γi, which
w
depend onn the data of P,, T and x. For this reason, thhe file containiing the parameeters and expeerimental data must
be called aat the beginninng of the file tthat contains thhe model. It m
must be emphasized to the stuudents that alll data
needed forr training the objective
o
functtion must be prrovided in the previous rowss.
Another im
mportant obserrvation is abouut the calculatiion of Psati: In the main file the calculationn of this variab
ble is
performedd using the maain feature of M
Matlab®, that is: operations with matricess and vectors. Moreover, the
e file
containingg the model off the problem ccalculates Psati using a comm
mand “for”, sloowing down thhe execution of
o the
program. T
The objective was
w to demonsstrate the use oof command “ffor” when the Matlab® is useed as programming
language.

Figure 12. M-files used to determine tthe set of Marggules
1
Ma
ain

fminunc
6

7

8

5

2

4
Paramete
ers_Marg
ule
es

Margules_Model
3

Figurre 13. Block diiagram of com
mmunication beetween the files of Figure 12
4.3 Probleems Involving Ordinary
O
Diffe
ferential Equattions (ODE)

Figure 14 shows two CS
STR reactors. Considering tthe isothermal operation, 1stt order reactioon, constant reactor
volumes ((V1 and V2) annd density of the mixture, the mathemattical model thaat describes thhe variation of
o the
concentrattion of component A (CA1 and CA2) in tthe output of tthe reactor is ggiven by two nonlinear ordinary
differentiaal equations (O
ODE):
V1

dCA1
 F0 CA0  F1CA1  KCAV
1 1
dt

(47a)
(

V2

dCA2
 F1CA1  F2 CA2  KCA2V2
dt

(47b)
(
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where F iss the input flow
w (or output) of the reaction aand K is the raate of specific reaction.
The ODE system was soolved using thhe ode45 functtion (file ode445.m) of Matlaab®. Figure 155 shows the m-files
used to soolve the probleem. Communiication betweeen the files occurs as shownn in Figure 7, only changing
g the
embeddedd function (from
m fzero to ode445), and the ennd of the proceess is defined bby the final tim
me of integratio
on.
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Figure 14. Isothermal C
CSTR
ystem
In the file containing thee problem itsellf, the ODEs arre placed as elements of a veector (dydt), similarly to a sy
a it will onlly be formed aat the last linee of the comm
mand. It is alsoo interesting to
o pay
of algebraaic equations, and
attention too the fact that the elements oof the vector ddydt are definedd by the right hand side of eeach EDO. Aga
ain, a
command “if” was used with the aim tto demonstratee the use of Maatlab ® as a programming lannguage.

Figure 15. M-files used tto solve the prroblem of Figuure 14
ding Remark
5. Conclud
ks
Among the solutions prooposed to solvve the considerred problem, teeaching algoritthms and proggramming lang
guage
is the most important, beecause if the sstudents think iin a systematicc way, the chooice of the soft
ftware program
m will
depend onn the convenieence and the tyype of problem
m being addreessed. In other words, regarddless of the ch
hosen
software pprogram, it is essential
e
that enngineering students have a soolid basis in allgorithm and pprogramming.
The use oof the softwaree cited in thiss paper has grreat potential to assist in thhe task of teaaching enginee
ering.
However, it is necessaary to be cauttious in the uuse of the sofftware to avooid the studennts minimizing
g the
importancee of programm
ming, which is usually relatedd to the logicall and systemattic thinking.
After nearrly two decadees working witth the problem
m of how to maake students thhink logically aand systematic
cally,
we can sayy: minimizing the task of teaaching engineeering by only introducing toools that make this task easie
er for
the studentts might end up
u being a pitfaall for the futurre of the enginneering.
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Professors with an aversion to the use of computers in solving problems will not change their minds. If we want
our students using the computer for solving systematic problems of engineering, the first step is to get professors
who lecture the first courses of the professional content of the Chemical Engineering curriculum to use software
programs repeatedly. We also find that professors should teach students how to solve problems both as they
already do and by using a software program. The more students graduating with a solid programming
background, the more professors inclined to the use of software programs there will be. Furthermore, it is
essential that the disciplines of algorithms and programming language are taught by Chemical Engineering
professors, for these professionals have the capability of using programming language to solve specific problems
that call for a previous knowledge of Chemical Engineering, which is vital for any major in Chemical
Engineering.
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